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FIRST STEP
COLLECT EVIDENCE
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These are complicated moments and nerves
and emotional times. However, although we
know that it is difficult, compiling at that time
any written record of the damage we have
suffered is fundamental in proving the
damage we have endured.

Make an effort to document with graphic
material (photos), including videos of the
damage caused by the floods as they will later
be essential when claiming compensation.



In your policy you should look for the clause
called "EXTRAORDINARY RISKS" and make sure
that it covers this type of claims and the
conditions required for the clause to be
activated.

Insurance companies usually only pay
compensation when rainfall exceeds 40 liters
/m2/hour. If your policy covers extraordinary
risks and you provide the AEMET report, you will
have a better chance that the insurance will
cover the damage.

If the policy covers extraordinary risks and the
weather report obtained in accordance with the
previous point shows rainfall of more than 40
liters per m2/hour, you will have a better chance
of the insurance paying for the damage.

SECOND STEP
CHECK INSURANCE POLICY
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• INSURANCE COMPENSATION CONSORTIUM (ICC): it is a public
organization with competencies in environmental risks and which
compensates damages caused by natural phenomena.
It is a public organization to which insurance companies allocate regularly
a percentage of their funds which cover extraordinary risks, damages
caused by natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, wind storms, etc.
Thereby, whoever has their home, business premises or car covered by an
insurance, will be covered by the Consortium as long as there is a previous
insurance subscribed.
Regarding property the affected people will be compensated with the
maximum amount insured.
Remember you only have 7 days to make your claim starting from the
moment you know about the damage.
• INSURANCE COMPANY: Locate your insurance policy and contact your
insurance company as this communication is essential in order to start the
claiming process.
IMPORTANT: You only have 7 days since the damage is done or since you
know about damages if you find out them later

THIRD STEP
INFORM ABOUT DAMAGES
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• CENTRAL

Address: paseo de la castellana, 32 - 28046 Madrid

Phone: 900 222 665 ó 952 367 042

Email: contactoccs@consorseguros.es

• COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA

Address: Plaza de tetuán, 15 - 46003 – Valencia

Phone: 96 315 43 00

Email: ccsvalencia@consorseguros.es

• MURCIA

Address: Ronda de Garay, 10 - 30003 - Murcia

Phone: 968 35 04 50

Email: ccsmurcia@consorseguros.es

FOURTH STEP
COMMUNICATION OPTIONS WITH CONSORTIUM
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In general, you MUST BE PREVIOUSLY INSURED.

• DAMAGE TO PEOPLE, they must have an insurance policy that covers the risk of ACCIDENTS (for example, in a life insurance
policy), or a life insurance policy.

• PROPERTY: How does Home Insurance cover me in the event of a flood?

In Spain, more than a third of the accidents that occur in you house are caused by water, so it is very possible that in your house
you can suffer these damages.

Water damage coverage is optional and according to the company, leakage and leakage damage due to rain may not be covered.
But normally, almost all home insurance covers rain damage as long as the intensity of the precipitation exceeds the limits
agreed in the policy, usually they are about 40 litres per square meter and hour, as a condition to cover the accident.

If by any chance, the rainfall falls above that intensity, the insured would be compensated.

On the other hand, there is the exclusion for which you will not have compensation, in the case that you have forgotten to close
the doors or windows through which the water was filtered, if the closing of these is defective the company can also refuse to
pay.

The last of the limitations for which the insurance will not be responsible are damages that occur due to construction defects or
lack of maintenance in the building or house.

FIFTH STEP
CONSORTIUMCOVERAGE( I )
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• VEHICLES: cars, trucks, buses, commercial vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds, etc.

What car insurance covers by a flood?

In the case of vehicles, flood or flood damage is usually left out of the coverage that the insurer assumes when contracting Car Insurance. As with Home
Insurance, claims caused by natural disasters are among the extraordinary damages covered by the CCS.

It is very important to keep in mind that in order for the Consortium to compensate you in case of damage to your car by a natural disasters, such as a flood,
you must have a policy that covers damage to the vehicle, even if it has a franchise. If you only have compulsory civil liability insurance (known as “third party”
insurance), you will only be entitled to some type of compensation if your car has been affected in an area that the Government could declare as a catastrophic
zone, which is what We expect is to happen in the next few hours.

Normally, the Consortium will compensate according to what you have agreed in your car insurance policy.

If the vehicle affected by a flood is declared a total loss due to the high cost of repair, the amount to be received as compensation would be the market value of
the car. For this, the damage assessment must be carried out by an expert of the Consortium. And the problem here is that the market value can have two
meanings, depending on what you have contracted in your policy ... or who applies it.

On the one hand, the market value may be the value again. On the other hand, it may be the “market value” or replacement value, which is what a car that you
purchased at the time with the same age and characteristics would have. There are very large differences, check what you have hired in your policy, as they will
usually try to offer you the lowest.

When the Consortium receives the claim, they will send you an expert to verify the information and assess the facts. Remember that when they come you must
have prepared the policy of the affected goods and the receipt that demonstrates the payment of the premium so that you can verify that you meet the
requirements and be compensated.

The request can be done this way or through your insurer, however, in both cases this must be within 7 days after the incident.

The indemnities must cover, at least, the same amount that is stipulated in the private insurance policy. In any case, the Consortium also covers the necessary
sanitary, salvage or crane expenses.

FIFTH STEP
CONSORTIUMCOVERAGE( II )
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• OTHER GOODS, the insurance policy must include
coverage of any of the following risks: fire; robbery; glass
breakage; damage to machinery; electronic equipment;
computers ...

• LOSS OF HABITABILITY and FORCED EVICTION of a
dwelling or property, as well as the LOSS OF BENEFITS of
the business or activity affected, provided that these
concepts are insured in the insurance policy contracted.

FIFTH STEP
CONSORTIUMCOVERAGE( III )
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